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Mathematics: Vintage and Modern

Triple Klein bottle, internally linked  c. 2005–19
Cliff Stoll (b. 1950)
Glass work by 邢玮 (Ms. Xing Wei) of Shanghai, China
borosilicate glass
Courtesy of the artist
L2021.0902.003

Millionaire calculating machine  c. 1904
Otto Steingr (1858–1923)
Hans W. Egli
Zurich
 Courtesy of Cliff Stoll
L2021.0902.012

Dodecahedron, Hexahedron, and Rhombic Triacontahedron sculptures  c. 2019
Stacy Speyer
laser cut stainless steel, hand bent, with stainless steel fasteners
Courtesy of the artist
L2021.0912.001–003

Real part of the Weierstrass elliptic p-function  c. 1880s–90s
L. Brill
Germany
plaster
Courtesy of the Department of Mathematics, University of California, Berkeley
L2021.0913.002

Friden electronic calculator model 132  c. 1965
Friden Calculating Machine Company, Inc.
San Leandro, California
Courtesy of Cliff Stoll
L2021.0902.011

Arithmetic Foundation book and Arithmetic quiz  c. 1940s
Various American Manufacturers
Courtesy of Mickey McGowan, Unknown Museum Archives
L2021.0909.002, 006

Mickey Math and Toy adding machine  c. 1960s
Various American Manufacturers
Courtesy of the Computer History Museum
X81.82; X81.82
L2021.0904.008; L2021.0904.011

Little Professor  1976
Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI)
Dallas
Courtesy of the Computer History Museum
102630257, L2021.0904.010